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History
 
The roots of CSUR can be traced

back to 1992 and the creation of

the “Canadian Coalbed Methane

Forum” (CCMF), a loose association

of corporations and individuals

interested in the coalbed methane

(CBM) resources of Canada. The

forum was active for over ten years

and created an Annual Coalbed

Methane Conference to collaborate

with peers and to discuss needed

technology and research to aid in

the development of this first

“unconventional resource”.

 
In 2001, as membership in the
CCMF continued to grow and the
oil and gas industry began
achieving successful economic
development in both the
Horseshoe Canyon & Lower
Mannville CBM resource plays, it
became apparent that the forum
needed to evolve. It was now
obvious that a more formal entity
was required; one that could
develop and share broad-based
technical information regarding
industry’s shift to unconventional
resource development across
Canada.

A B O U T  U S
Since our inception in 2002, the

Canadian Society for Unconventional

Resources (CSUR) has had a significant

impact on the evolution of the

unconventional resource industry in

Canada. We have been leaders in this

energy transformation.

 

During the past decade, the Society

has grown its membership,

influence, credibility and relevance.

CSUR has been actively engaged in

educating the public and industry

about unconventional resources

and will continue to work

collaboratively with a broad cross-

section of industry, stakeholders

and government to ensure the

environmentally responsible and

sustainable development of our

unconventional resources. 

 

As our industry evolves and begins its

transition to a lower carbon future

CSUR will play a vital role in providing

needed “Energy Literacy” regarding

this transition. We will continue to

engage and collaborate with all sectors

as we head through this change.
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A B O U T  U S
In April 2002, the Canadian Society for

Unconventional Gas (CSUG - now CSUR)

was created as a recognized, formal non-

profit society registered in the Province

of Alberta. The Society was formed to

support the responsible exploration and

development of Canadian natural gas

from unconventional sources including

Coalbed Methane (CBM), Tight Gas,

Natural Gas from Shale (Shale Gas), and

Gas Hydrates.

 

In October 2011, the society transitioned

once again and changed its name to the

Canadian Society for Unconventional

Resources (CSUR). This was done to

reflect the broadening mandate of the

Society with the inclusion of Light Tight

Oil and Natural Gas Liquids and

Condensate as key focus areas of the

unconventional resource sector. The

industry was changing, and we actively

embraced that change.

In September of 2017, CSUR celebrated

its 15th year as a society. One of the

highlights of this celebration year was

the launch of CSUR’s “Outreach

Program”. This program was

developed to address the lack of

“Energy Literacy” present throughout

Canada, and specifically in our

Canadian universities. The goal was to

orchestrate presentations to various 

Responsibility – by our Society and

members in their operations and the

impacts that these operations have

on all stakeholders. 

Integrity – in our duties and

operations displayed by espousing

and actualizing best practices. 

Collaboration – with all stakeholders

to ensure that impacts and priorities

of all groups are understood and

taken into consideration. 

student groups at universities across

Canada. Due to tremendous interest,

this was quickly enlarged to include

stakeholder groups, and government. All

these groups had a keen interest to learn

about some of the technical

fundamentals of our unconventional

industry, and its importance to all of

Canada.

Our Mission Statement
 
CSUR aims to be the voice of accurate

scientific and technical information relating

to exploration and development of

Canada's unconventional hydrocarbon

resources and to facilitate collaborative

exchange amongst all stakeholders.

Our Values 
The following core values contribute to

CSUR’s success and its relevance to its

members:

Inclusivity – in our outlook and the

gathering of data and concerns that will

impact the industry.

Advance Knowledge & Technical

Capability

Be known for providing technical

events and networking opportunities

connecting our members.

Improve Global Understanding 

Be a valued contributor in collaboration

with others to communicate and

advance global understanding & public

awareness around unconventional

resource development.  

Be the “go to” organization for

unbiased, factual technical information

on unconventional resources.

Support Environmentally Responsible and

Sustainable Resource Development

Be a proactive proponent for the

environmentally responsible and

sustainable development of

unconventional resources including

support towards sound “ESG” policies

around such development.

Our Goals 
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April 2021
 
To say that 2020 was a year of significant change in our industry is certainly an understatement. During my entire career in
the energy industry, I cannot recall seeing such a profound change occurring over such a short period of time. We have
always been an industry used to volatile oil and natural gas prices. We have also experienced periods where government
energy policies have impacted our business. But we have never experienced a global pandemic. To experience such an
event in conjunction with significant price uncertainty and numerous regulatory changes makes this period totally
unprecedented.  

In response to these immense challenges CSUR acted decisively. We recognized that our trademark events; conferences,
seminars, and technical luncheons, could no longer proceed as usual. We were in lock down and unable to conduct
business normally. We also recognized that our numerous engagement activities with government, universities and other
groups would be challenging. To accommodate this change we moved towards conducting twice monthly online webinars
for our members. We needed to stay connected and engaged with our membership. By having two events a month, we
were able to increase our total events over the balance of the year. We were also able to expand our audience to allow for
more non-member participation.  Finally, we were able to diversify and expand our subject matter to address more topics.
This diversity of content complemented our society’s vision to incorporate material relevant to “energy transition”. 

Late last year we released our “Strategy Evolution” document. In that report we outlined our vision for the future and the
evolution occurring in our industry. We believe that the term “unconventional” is now expanding to include topics such as
Hydrogen, Geothermal, Helium and Lithium. Along with these changes is the development of multiple new technologies
addressing environmental concerns such as methane emissions, water management, and wellsite remediation. This shift, or
transition as many are calling it, is accelerating at a rapid pace. The world is demanding clean energy sources and Canada
has always been at the forefront of innovation and regulatory excellence allowing us to be global leaders. It is this type of
transition that created the Canadian Society for Unconventional Gas (CSUG), our predecessor organization, approximately
18 years ago. At that time, Canada began to pioneer Coalbed Methane exploration and development. Since then, we have
seen a transition into shale gas, shale oil and finally the development of various low permeability hydrocarbon resources.
This continuing shift into more diversified energy resources is a natural evolution for our industry and CSUR plans to be an
integral part of this transition.
 
Along with diversified content in our events last year, CSUR incorporated many of these broader themes into its Outreach
program throughout 2020. Although restricted to virtual presentations the program continued to actively engage with
government, stakeholder groups and universities across Canada. This work is essential to our industry. In fact, it is critical.
We must be able to communicate with audiences across the entire country. There is an urgent need to have a source of
information that is factual and objective. The success of our program is testament to that. The fact that we are welcomed
across the country by governments, universities and stakeholder groups is a strong endorsement of our organization. 

It is the above-mentioned events and activities that differentiates CSUR from other organizations. We hope that you, as our
members, agree that this role is essential to not only your company, but also to the future of our industry. 
 

Thank you once again for your support,

Dan Allan, P. Geol.
President and CEO

DAN
ALLAN

PRESIDENT AND CEO
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April 2021

To begin, we would like to take the opportunity to thank you, all of our members, for your continued support of CSUR.
CSUR’s goal has been to promote sound credible science in relation to Canada’s unconventional hydrocarbon
resources. Our role is to facilitate accurate, factual and collaborative exchange of technical information between all
energy stakeholders. Your ongoing support underscores the critical importance of our organization’s efforts
convening top technical and policy experts to proactively address the most relevant issues of the day.

Importantly, we would also like to take the opportunity to recognize the contributions of our past Chairman, Wally
Kozak. Wally’s guidance and vision has helped shape the health and direction of our organization since 2005. True to
form, he remains an active board member and continues to guide us in the vital role oil and gas will play in our
economy for the foreseeable future and our NEW vision, CSUR’s Strategy Evolution. 

2020 may have been our industry’s most challenging year yet. The collapse of energy prices due to record oil
production in the US, Saudi Arabia’s initiation of an oil price war with Russia, and the novel Corona virus’ material
impact on world oil demand, led to rapid unexpected capital budget cuts and a resurgence of bankruptcies and
consolidation throughout our industry. In the blink of an eye our entire workforce was asked to work remotely from
home completely shattering conventional norms.

CSUR was quick to respond, offering COVID friendly events and content to our valued membership. Despite the many
challenges, we have maintained our bi-weekly technical seminars, focused our attention on energy education
through our Outreach program, offered content to improve our membership’s understanding of environmental, social
and governance practices, and raised awareness with respect to emerging energies and technologies that focus on
energy systems and a more sustainable future. CSUR has also worked in partnership with energy regulators and all
levels of government to underscore the importance of Canada’s LNG industry, communicate requirements and
initiatives associated with methane emissions reduction, and raise awareness with respect to Canada’s evolving clean
fuel standards. 

We take pride that our Board represents a diverse group with a wide range of skills, expertise, experience and
perspectives. Perhaps more importantly, we are confident that the inclusive nature of our efforts will enable success
as we venture forth. As a group we are dedicated to sharing meaningful and relevant information so that our
members are able to make informed business decisions and work effectively with regulators, communities and other
stakeholders.  As we navigate these difficult times, we commit that CSUR will remain a trusted source of technical
and regulatory information and a reliable authority on business issues associated with unconventional hydrocarbons. 
On behalf of the entire Board, as Co-chairs, we would like to express sincere appreciation to our management and
volunteers. Their above-and-beyond efforts empowered our organization, leveraging a small staff to deliver solid
performance. And, once again to our members, you are our lifeblood. We can’t thank you enough.  

Yours truly,

Caralyn Bennett                                                                                                                       Randy Rousson
Co-Chair                                                                                                                                    Co-Chair

RANDY
ROUSSON

CO-CHAIR
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Ms. Bennett is Executive Vice President and Chief Strategy Officer of GLJ, where she specializes in reserves

and resource governance, emerging technology, energy diversification, business collaboration and strategy.

Ms. Bennett serves as a committee member of the Petroleum Advisory Committee to the Alberta Securities

Commission, the Industrial Curricular Advisory Board, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering

for the University of Waterloo and the Membership and Recognition Committee of the Society of Petroleum

Engineers, Calgary Chapter. She sits on the Board of publicly traded transformational clean-tech innovator

Acceleware Ltd, is Co-Chair of the Canadian Society of Unconventional Resources and is President of the

Canadian Heavy Oil Association.  Ms. Bennett has a Professional Engineer designation with an Honours

B.A.Sc. in Geological Engineering from the University of Waterloo.

CO-CHAIR

EVP and Chief Strategy Officer, GLJ Petroleum Consultants

C S U R  B O A R D  O F  D I R E C T O R S

2 0 2 0 - 2 0 2 1

At Petrel Robertson Consulting (PRCL), Brad leads a professional team with extensive and diverse geoscience

and engineering experience in the technical and strategic evaluation of conventional and unconventional oil

and gas reservoirs. As the industry evolves, PRCL’s work has expanded to include new subsurface ventures

ranging from water resources and aquifer evaluations through helium exploration to geothermal

assessments.  

Brad holds a Ph.D. (Geology) from the University of Alberta, and a B.Sc. (Geology) from the University of

Toronto.  He worked as an exploration geologist for 15 years in Calgary before joining PRCL in 1996.  Brad is a

Professional Geologist registered in Alberta (APEGA), B.C. (EGBC), and Nova Scotia (APGNS), and served on

APEGA Council for six years.  Brad has been a CSPG and AAPG member for more than 40 years, and served

as CSPG President in 2001.  He is an Adjunct Professor in Earth and Atmospheric Sciences at the University of

Alberta, a sessional petroleum geology instructor at Mount Royal University, and a fellow of Geoscientists

Canada.

SECRETARY AND OUTREACH CHAIR

President, Petrel Robertson Consulting

  B R A D  H A Y E S

B I L L  W H I T E L A W

Bill Whitelaw is Managing Director, Strategy and Business Development, geoLOGIC Systems and JWN

Energy. In this role, he helps shape the company's focus on the products and services most widely used in

Canada's upstream oil and gas sector. In addition to his CSUR role, Bill is on the steering committee for the

Energy Futures Lab, as well as its partner council.

Bill is a graduate of Loyalist College and Queen’s University and holds a master’s degree in communication

studies from the University of Calgary.

GOVERNANCE AND NOMINATING CHAIR

Managing Director, Strategy and Business Development, geoLOGIC Systems and JWN Energy.

Brendan joined PETRONAS Canada in November 2016. Prior to that, he worked for Royal Dutch Shell for

almost 9 years supporting their Canadian unconventional and mineable and in-situ oilsands operations.

Brendan also held the position of Environmental Scientist while at Golder Associates consulting from 2004

to 2008. He received his Doctorate from the University of New Brunswick in 2005.

DIRECTOR (RESIGNED)

Senior External Affairs Advisor, Petronas Canada

  B R E N D A N  

 G A L L O W A Y

C A R A L Y N  

B E N N E T T
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Donna Phillips has over thirty years of professional experience in business with particular focus in the areas

of finance, ESG, Indigenous relations, business development, government relations, stakeholder/

community relations and land negotiations in the energy industry.  Ms. Phillips is the Executive Vice

President, Corporate Development of Pacific Canbriam Energy Limited, a company with an organic natural

gas growth story now producing >40,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day.

Prior to joining Canbriam in 2007, Donna held the position of Director and Vice President, Land at Direct

Energy/Centrica Canada Ltd.  She began her oil and gas career in Finance at SaskOil, following which she

worked in Corporate Planning, Asset Management and Land at Wascana Energy/CanOxy (now

Nexen/CNOOC).

Ms. Phillips is Vice-Chair of the Board of Directors for Geoscience BC.  She is a member of the Board of

Directors for Hudson Resources Inc. , Canadian Society of Unconventional Resources (CSUR) and is a

member of the Steering Committee for the Clean Resource Innovation Network (CRIN).

Ms. Phillips holds a Bachelor of Administration from the University of Regina, a CPA CMA certification and

the Institute of Corporate Directors Director designation (ICD.D).

TREASURER AND AUDIT CHAIR

Executive Vice President, Corporate Development, Pacific Canbriam Energy Limited

Jennifer Keturakis is the Corporate Vice President at Integrated Sustainability with over 20 years of

professional experience working in the regulatory, sustainability, and environmental fields. Her range of

experience spans from environmental consulting, to reviewing and assessing applications and compliance,

to operational programs. As a former provincial regulator, Jennifer has comprehensive legislative

experience including in-depth knowledge of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act, the Oil Sands Conservation

Act, the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act, the Water Act, and the Public Lands Act. Her

comprehensive knowledge of the oil and gas industry and her passion for sustainability ultimately

narrowed her career path to pursue a role in water management where she could contribute to the

responsible development within the industry. Jennifer’s industry connections, personability, and powerful

communication skills have contributed to increased industry collaboration, where she has built a proven

track record for conducting successful liaison across industry operators, stakeholders, and government

agencies.

An experienced leader, Jennifer joined the leadership team at Integrated Sustainability in 2016 and leads

multidisciplinary teams which manage complex and challenging projects. Her skills as a leader are

evaluating and managing risk, creating, and executing corporate strategies, and investing her time and

energy into people and her team. She is a woman in leadership who is knowledgeable in all facets of the

unconventional resource sector and oil and gas industry, but her greatest accomplishment has been

investing in her people, aiding in their personal and professional development, and realizing the

significance of how this type of investment translates to corporate success.

DIRECTOR

VP Corporate, Integrated Sustainability

J E N N I F E R  K E T U R A K I S
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J E N N I F E R  W I N T E R

Dr. Jennifer Winter is an Associate Professor and the Scientific Director of the Energy and Environmental

Policy Research Division at the School of Public Policy, University of Calgary. Her research evaluates climate

policies, and examines the effects of government regulation and policy on energy development and the

associated consequences and trade-offs. Current research projects include carbon pricing costs for

households in Canada; comparing provincial emission-reduction policies; and federalism and climate

policy. She has testified to the Senate of Canada on emissions pricing policies based on her work in this

area, and has advised the Government of Alberta and Government of Canada in several capacities. Dr.

Winter is actively engaged in increasing public understanding of energy and environmental policy issues;

recognition of her efforts include a 2014 Young Women in Energy Award, being named one of Alberta Oil

Magazine’s Top 35 Under 35 in 2016, one of Avenue magazine’s Calgary Top 40 Under 40 in 2017, and one

of Canada’s Clean50 and Clean16 in 2019. Dr. Winter serves on the Future Leaders Board of Directors of the

World Petroleum Council Canada, the City of Calgary Climate Panel, the Board of Directors of the Canadian

Society for Unconventional Resources, the Mitigation Expert Panel at the Canadian Institute for Climate

Choices, and is a member of Global Affairs Canada’s Environmental Assessment Advisory Group.

DIRECTOR

Associate Professor of Economics and Scientific Director, Energy and Environmental Policy,
School of Public Policy, University of Calgary.

D O N N A  P H I L L I P S



Randy currently holds the Drilling and Completions Manager position at Birchcliff Energy. He is a Registered

Engineering Technologist (RET) and a member of Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of

Alberta (APEGA) with a Professional Licensee P.L. (Eng.) designation and the acting Responsible Member (RM)

for Birchcliff Energy’s Drilling and Completions Group.  Randy has over 33 years of progressive knowledge and

extensive domestic and international drilling and completions experience in the oil and gas industry.  Randy is

actively involved numerous industry committees where emerging technologies, health and safety, and

environmental, social, and governance (ESG) are discussed. Director, Canadian Society for Unconventional

Resources (CSUR) since 2018 and spokesperson and lead member in creating and tracking internal KPI, Best

Practices and Trials through continuous improvement initiatives.   Last, Randy has a strong operational

background, is actively engaged in field operations including the local and Indigenous communities Birchcliff

operates.

CO-CHAIR

Manager, Drilling and Completions, Birchcliff Energy Ltd.

Director of Industry and Government Relations,  Calfrac Well Services Ltd.Wally has over 30 years of broad

engineering experience in the oil and gas industry – with both operating and service companies. Prior to being

appointed Director of Industry and Government Relations with Calfrac, Wally was Chief Engineer, Global

Services with the company. From the operating side, Wally has over twenty years of production engineering,

well completions and workover experience, complemented by several years of production operations,

midstream operations, business development, and acquisitions/divestiture activity. This experience was gained

with BP, both in Canada and the UK North Sea, and with other operators in Europe and the Former Soviet

Union. Wally has a B.Sc. in Chemical Engineering from the University of Alberta and is a member of the

Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Alberta. Currently, he is a Director and Past Chair of

the CSUR Board of Directors.

PAST CHAIR

Retired, Calfrac Well Services Ltd.

R A N D Y  R O U S S O N

W A L L Y  K O Z A K
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D A N  A L L A N

C S U R  S T A F F

2 0 2 0 - 2 0 2 1

TECHNICAL COORDINATORA L  K A S S A M

EVENTS + OPERATIONS

Before joining CSUR as an Officer in 2012, Dan was an engaged volunteer, as well as a board member,

during the Society’s first decade of operation. Prior thereto, Dan served as Chairman of the Board of

Directors for several years, providing significant input into CSUR’s growth and presence in the Canadian

unconventional resource sector.

Following his graduation from McGill University with an honours degree in Geological Sciences, Dan

acquired over 35 years of industry experience, working in both Calgary and Denver, Colorado. Over the last

20 years, Dan has been involved in the formation of numerous oil and gas companies, both public and

private, and in both Canada and the United States. He has held the position of President and CEO in many

of them.  

Dan is an active member of numerous professional organizations, including the Canadian Society of

Petroleum Geologists and the American Association of Petroleum Geologists; he’s also a registered

Professional Geologist in both Alberta and Wyoming.

Al is a registered professional engineer (Alberta) with over 25 years of oil & gas industry experience. Al is a

University of Calgary graduate (Bachelor of Science) and has worked on both the service sector side and on

the exploration/production aspect of the industry.

Al’s technical expertise has been centered within the Reservoir Engineering field, with a primary focus in the

areas of pressure transient analysis (PTA), diagnostic fracture injection testing (DFIT) and reservoir fluid phase

behaviour studies (more commonly referred to as PVT studies – pressure-volume-temperature).

Al’s previous positions at Core Laboratories, Rapid Technology Corporation and ConocoPhillips Canada have

allowed him to attain significant experience/expertise within a variety of plays, including the high-profile

liquids-rich shale plays that are prevalent in the market today. He is an industry expert and mentor in the

above-mentioned focus areas. 

In his current role as Technical Coordinator with the Canadian Society for Unconventional Resources, Al has

been supporting the organization’s efforts to plan, manage and execute their technical program since 2019.

Stefani is an administrative professional with approximately 12 years of industry experience. She is a

graduate of Brazilian Mackenzie University and holds both a Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration

and a Master’s degree in Management Services. Prior to working at CSUR, Stefani was engaged with a

Brazilian automotive sector association, where she was responsible for the coordination of more than sixteen

technical committees related to oil, safety, emissions, environment and new technologies. She also had

extensive experience in association liaison with government and stakeholders and was involved in event

management and strategies. 

In her current role as Assistant Manager of Events and Membership at CSUR, she is responsible for the

execution of CSUR events as well as the interaction and engagement with CSUR membership.

S T E F A N I  S M I T H

PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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“Members Only” technical luncheons or Webinars on a variety of relevant

topics throughout the year. 

Outstanding networking opportunities through the numerous CSUR events. 

Discounted registration fees for attendance at all CSUR events.

Access to “Members Only” Field Trips (to a geologically significant location) and

Technology Workshops. 

Daily media monitoring email and monthly newsletter.  Both highlight relevant

and real-time industry news. 

Access to the “Members Only” (technical/event presentations) section of the

CSUR website at www.csur.com. 

Discounted publication rates on hard copy orders for CSUR booklets and fact

sheets. 

Opportunity for members to make a direct contribution to the development of

the unconventional resource industry in Canada by volunteering for a

committee or the Board of Directors. 

Opportunity to be chosen to take part in promoting the unconventional

resource sector to stakeholders, students, and government across Canada.

The production of natural resources from unconventional sources has created a

new and exciting industry in Canada. As a CSUR member, you and your

organization will participate in a dynamic organization dedicated to the sustained

growth of the unconventional resource industry in Canada. 

 
Who Can Be a Member? 
Exploration and Production companies, service companies, government

agencies, consulting firms, financial firms, individual consultants, and any

organization who wants to help shape and be involved in the Canadian

unconventional resource industry are invited to join CSUR. 

 
Benefits of Membership 
Regular Membership includes: 

        

In addition to providing venues for technical information exchange and learning,

the Society is known as a respected proponent for the responsible development

of unconventional resources in Canada. 

M E M B E R S H I P
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Each Regular member company is entitled to one vote in the Society as

described in the bylaws.    

Regular members can serve on the Society’s board and committees. 

Consultant memberships are only available to individuals who are

contractors and who are not employed on a permanent basis by a member

company. 

Honorary members provide significant contributions to the Society and are

often individuals with Government or University affiliations. They pay no

membership dues as a result of their contributions and do not have

membership voting privileges, however may serve as an Officer or Director of

the Society.

CSUR will grant these memberships due to reciprocity with the Society. They

most often involve the receipt of services (publications, data, advertising) at

no cost to the Society in return for membership.

Professional-in-Transition Membership is based on an annual payment

(reduced fee) that expires at the end of each calendar year.   If this member

secures employment (full-time or contract of 6 months or higher) during the

year, the membership will terminate without any reimbursement of dues.

This member can serve as an advisor or committee volunteer.   CSUR had 15

Professionals-in-Transition at the end of December 2019.

Types of Membership

 

Regular Member 

 

Honorary

 

Affiliate

 

Professional-In-Transition

 

Membership Application
For more information and to become a CSUR member, please visit the CSUR website at

http://www.csur.com/csur-membership-application/

 

M E M B E R S H I P
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CSUR’s Outreach Program continued to be a critically important component of our Society’s programming during

2020 despite the challenges of COVID and the associated business issues for many of our members.

The year began with a wide range of activities – geology, environmental, and Energy Transitions presentations to

university groups at U of C, UBC, and Queen’s, a joint podcast with Terry Etam hosted by our sister society CHOA,

and LNG Initiative talks in Red Deer and Grande Prairie. Unfortunately, COVID shut down our road show just a

week before we were scheduled to present to more than 500 students in science and engineering classes at

University of Toronto.

We recovered quickly, however, engaging in online sessions with our members and a wide variety of university

groups. We hosted Geoscience BC scholarship student presentations, spoke to policy scholars at the Balsillie

School of International Affairs, and presented a three-hour LNG workshop hosted by the Peru-Canada Chamber of

Commerce.

As we move into 2021, Outreach is aligning with CSUR’s Strategy Evolution by presenting an increased focus on

energy transition issues and broader applications of subsurface expertise in areas like carbon capture and storage,

geothermal energy, and exploration for helium and lithium. 

Finally, CSUR Outreach has formed a partnership with the University of Alberta to design a Massive Open Online

Course (MOOC) exploring practical aspects of the transition to alternative energy sources. While there are many

courses addressing climate issues or promoting and explaining alternative energy sources, we will present a

unique perspective in reviewing the merits of major energy sources and discussing how society can transition to

lower-emission sources while meeting the economic and societal needs of people around the world. 

Most conversations about future energy supply lack these perspectives, and this is a place where CSUR can make a

huge difference, reaching potentially huge audiences in an online setting. We are reaching out to our members for

technical and financial support in producing a high-quality course that will attract and educate many people in all

walks of life.

 

Dr. Brad Hayes, PhD, P.Geol 

President, Petrel Robertson Consulting Ltd.

and CSUR Outreach Director

 

O U T R E A C H  2 0 2 0
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Introduction
CSUR proposes to expand its strategic outlook to include addressing the 21st century evolution to a
global economy with more diverse energy sources and fewer environmental impacts. We remain
committed to technical, regulatory and business issues associated with unconventional
hydrocarbons, but will broaden our scope to address and communicate the important role of our
industry in the future of global energy supply.

CSUR will lay out a clear path to further understand what energy evolution – sometimes called the
Energy Transition – means to our industry and to Canada.

This document opens with CSUR’s Value Statement and history, then expands upon our actions to
address energy evolution.

Value Statement

CSUR provides value to our members by communicating accurate, unbiased and relevant technical
information to our membership, governments, Indigenous Peoples and communities. Our data show
that Canadian oil and gas is sustainably produced with extremely high environmental, social and
governance (ESG) standards. Our careful analysis of technical, regulatory, social and business
issues demonstrates that oil and gas must play important roles in energy evolution throughout the
21st century.

Our mission and values are particularly critical at a time when oil and gas, and the companies that
produce them, face many challenges, many related to ESG issues. CSUR will address these
challenges, recognizing that Canadian oil and gas are essential in supplying energy to an energy-
hungry world.
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and increased expectations for continued improvement in environmental performance. CSUR’s role must
continue to evolve in response, and in parallel with our membership, by addressing the rapidly-developing
energy evolution of the 21st century.

Humanity’s energy sources have evolved continuously over time, driven by new technologies harnessing
ever-cheaper and more energy-dense sources – from the power of the human body at the dawn of
civilization to today’s mix of coal, hydrocarbons, nuclear, and hydropower. The energy supply mix will
continuously evolve as technology develops and new energy sources become commercial.  

Studying past transitions, energy researchers like Dr. Vaclav Smil show that hydrocarbons will be important
energy sources for decades to come. Engineers, scientists, and business people that bring energy to market
– planning, financing, permitting, construction, trouble-shooting, and implementation – understand the
challenges inherent in the pace of energy supply change.

CSUR is uniquely positioned to address 21st century energy evolution, highlighting the vital roles of oil and
gas for the foreseeable future. Our academic, scientific, engineering, business, and regulatory members
understand the challenges of building today’s energy sources, and the enormous tasks in the coming
decades to include more diverse energy sources. They appreciate the impacts of global climate change as
well as the many other environmental issues we face, and they know that oil and gas will be critically
important to meet humanity’s needs through much of the 21st century. CSUR can draw upon this knowledge
and our reputation for accuracy and factualness, without the political and ideological burdens carried by
advocacy groups on all sides of the issues.

The oil and gas industry has been accused of responding weakly to the challenges of Canada’s energy
evolution and climate policy targets. Improved communication to the public is needed to emphasize
industry’s proactive role in meeting these challenges.

In closing, our members are developing a variety of strategies to meet future energy goals, including plans
to achieve net-zero emissions while supplementing with diverse energy sources. CSUR will strive to improve
communication with the public regarding the industry’s proactive role in meeting these challenges. In short,
CSUR will be there to provide technical, business and networking support as we move through these
challenging times together!

CSUR’s Evolving Role in
Energy Evolution

CSUR facilitates the exchange of accurate
scientific and technical information about
unconventional oil and gas among our
extensive and diverse membership. We
have increased our focus on
environmental issues as they have become
more important, and through our
Outreach program, we have
communicated our knowledge to ever-
wider academic, government, and public
communities. Our recent public narrative
around LNG is an excellent example, and
our Climate Statement demonstrates our
commitment to all aspects of modern
science.

However, the financial health and viability
of the oil and gas industry has come
under pressure from global business and
pricing cycles, the COVID-19 pandemic,
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CSUR's historical success and ongoing relevance arises from our flexibility in
addressing the key issues of the day in the oil and gas industry.

We started out focused on coalbed methane, but became the Canadian Society
for Unconventional Gas (CSUG) when unconventional tight and shale reservoirs
became important producers. When liquids and oil from low-permeability
reservoirs joined the game, we evolved to CSUR to encompass them as well.

But CSUR is not just another technical society. Our broad scope, encompassing
engineering and geoscience in resource characterization and production,
regulatory issues, industry policy, business and finance addresses many needs in
our diverse membership and questions in the public domain. Most notably, since
our inception CSUR has been a champion of environmental protection
associated with unconventional oil and gas production.



Enhanced Hydrocarbon Recovery Breakfast #2
Presented by Amin Ghanizadeh (PhD), University of
Calgary / Petro Nakutnyy, Saskatchewan Research
Council / Dr. Mohammad Tavallali, IHS Markit

2 0 2 0  E V E N T S

DATE EVENT LOCATION

Tuesday, January 14, 2020
801 Seventh +15 Level/2nd Floor

Conference Centre

Thursday, February 06, 2020

Technical Luncheon: BC Natural Gas Atlas: Gas
Geochemical Database for NE BC 
Presented by Dr. Michael J. Whiticar, University of
Victoria

Glenbow Museum

Tuesday, April 28, 2020

Technical Webinar: The Sunset Prairie Formation:
Summary of a new Middle Triassic formation in
Western Canada 
Presented by Carolyn Furlong, University of Alberta

Zoom Webinar

Wednesday, May 13, 2020

Technical Webinar: Potential New Learnings from
DFIT's, Controlled Frac Flowbacks & Extended
Shut-Ins of Unconventional Reservoirs 
Presented by Robert Hawkes, Formation Evaluation
Advisor & SPE Distinguished Lecturer (Formerly
with Abra Controls)

Thursday, May 28, 2020

Thursday, February 20, 2020 2020 AB & BC Montney Technical Session - An
Update on AB and BC's Montney Resource Play

Thursday, June 11, 2020

Thursday, July 9, 2020
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Thursday, January 16, 2020

Thursday, June 25, 2020

Technical Luncheon: Canada’s LNG Future 
 Presented by Racim Gribaa, Global LNG Consulting  
Inc.

Glenbow Museum

801 Seventh +15 Level/2nd Floor
Conference Centre

Technical Webinar: Resilience and Self-Care
during a time of Collective Trauma 
Presented by Cynthia J. Lamont, MA, C.C.C. -
Registered  Provisional Psychologist

Technical Webinar: Depositional setting and
stratigraphic framework of the Lower Triassic
Montney Formation, northeastern British
Columbia 
Presented by Patricia Gonzáles, University of Alberta

Technical Webinar: ENERGY TRANSITIONS –
How Do We Power Humanity In The Future?
Presented by Brad Hayes, PhD, P.Geol - Petrel
Robertson Consulting Ltd. President and CSUR
Outreach Director

Technical Webinar: Gas EOR in Tight
Unconventionals – Present and Future 
Presented by Mathias Lia Carlsen, Whitson

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar
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Thursday, July 30, 2020
Technical Webinar: Understanding the New
Fisheries Act and the Implications to Surface Water
Users in AB & BC
Presented by Robert Best, Integrated Sustainability

Zoom Webinar

Thursday, August 13, 2020
Technical Webinar: Montney Formation analogues
in 3D: a virtual field trip to Kananaskis and beyond!
Presented by Jon Noad, SediMental Services

Tuesday, August 18, 2020

Technical Webinar: Forces Shaping the Post-
Pandemic Future & Tools to Survive and Thrive
Presented by Dr. Arden Brummell and Greg
MacGillivray - Scenarios to Strategy Inc.

Thursday, August 27, 2020 Technical Webinar: Geothermal 101
Presented by John Hirschmiller, GLJ Ltd.

Thursday, September 10, 2020

Technical Webinar: What really matters when it
comes to reservoir characterization and well
performance?  A case study from the Duvernay
Formation Presented by Carolyn Currie, Core
Laboratories Canada.

Friday, September 25, 2020

Technical Webinar: CSUR and Geoscience BC Host
Webinars to Celebrate Young Geoscience
Researchers – Induced Seismicity - SESSION I
Presented by - Paulina Wozniakowska, PhD Student
in Geophysics - University of Calgary and Ali
Mehrabifard, PhD Student in Geological
Engineering - University of British Columbia

Wednesday, September 30, 2020
Technical Webinar: SEISMIC ANALYSIS for
UNCONVENTIONAL RESERVOIRS
Presented by Kathleen Dorey, Petrel Robertson
Consulting Ltd.

Tuesday, October 20, 2020

Technical Webinar: CSUR and Geoscience BC Host
Webinars to Celebrate Young Geoscience
Researchers – Geothermal and Groundwater -
SESSION II 
Presented by - Maximilian Goetz, B. Sc., M. Sc.
Candidate in Geological Sciences at University of
British Columbia and Theron Finley, M. Sc. Student
- Geology and Geophysics, University of Alberta.

Tuesday, October 27, 2020
Technical Webinar: Liquids in the Lower Montney:
Investigations Using Fluid Dynamics Data
Presented by Allison Gibbs, Canadian Discovery Ltd.

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar
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Tuesday, November 03, 2020

Technical Webinar: Case Study – A Modern
Permian RTA Workflow
Presented by James Ewert, Associate Director,
Technical Advisor - IHS Markit.

Thursday, November 19, 2020

Technical Webinar: Well Performance in
Transient Flow – RTA & Monte Carlo Risk Analysis
Presented by Yohana Vivas, Technical Advisor -  IHS
Markit.

Wednesday, November 25, 2020

2020 BC Government Update #1
Supported by BC Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Low  Carbon Innovation  and the BC Oil and Gas
Commission.

Wednesday, November 30, 2020

Special Technical Webinar: Government of
Canada's Methane Reduction Fund
Presented by Amin Asadollahi, Program Manager,
Emissions Reduction Fund - Low Carbon Energy
Sector - Natural Resources Canada

Tuesday, December 08, 2020
2020 BC Government Update #2 
Supported by BC Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Low Carbon Innovation  and the BC Oil and Gas
Commission.

Thursday, December 10, 2020

Technical Webinar: Canada's role in the evolving
energy landscape
Presented by April Read, MBA, P.Geol. - Senior
Analyst, Canada Upstream Research from Wood
Mackenzie.

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar

Zoom Webinar
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